
       

The Maverick fork requires a front hub with a fixed 24mm through axle.  Hubs are currently 
available from Maverick or DT Swiss. Standard quick release or 20mm through axle hubs are not 
compatible with the Maverick suspension fork.

We recommend building the front wheel with a cross-3 spoke pattern, using high quality spokes 
and nipples. It is very important to use the proper spokes when building a disc brake wheel to 
ensure maximum performance and prevent spoke windup under braking. Radial lacing, 1x and 
2x patterns can not be used.

Spoke Recommendations
• DT/Swiss Champion 14 Gauge 2.0 Stainless Spokes
• DT/Swiss Competition 14-15 Gauge 2.0-1.8 Stainless Spokes

Spoke Nipple Recommendations
• DT/Swiss 2.0 Alloy Nipples
• DT/Swiss 2.0 Standard Brass Nickel-Coated Nipples

Please check out our Web site for wheel building guidelines at www.maverickamerican.com for 
the Maverick American front 24mm through axle hub. Bike A Log  can also be accessed by your 
local dealer for additional wheel building information.
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 Installation of Through-Axle Front Wheel

                 The following must be done to achieve safe brake line installation:

1. The brake line is the proper length and extends in a broad arc from the lever into the top cable 
guide.
2. A straight connector is used at the lever so the brake line exits parallel to the handlebar.  
*DO NOT USE 90 DEGREE  BANJO BOLT TYPE CONNECTORS
3. The brake line slides smoothly through the cable guides as the fork is compressed and is not 
hindered by other cables, kinks or poor routing.

          
It is extremely important to install the brake line so that it does not contact the front tire when 
the fork compresses!!  

Inverted forks* require much more care when setting up the brake line than standard forks.  If 
the brake line contacts the tire while riding it can be damaged, causing brake failure or suddenly 
stop the wheel sending the rider over the bars.  Both situations are very dangerous and can 
cause severe injuries.

*Standard forks have the outer telescoping tube at the bottom holding the axle.  Inverted forks 
have the inner telescoping tube at the bottom holding the axle.  The Maverick fork is considered 
inverted.

Good Evil!

Straight Connecter 90º Banjo Connector

Brake Cable Routing

Additional brake line set-up tips

•Arrange the brake line with the other cables so it is on the outside and will not become tangled, 
or bump against the stem.
• Adjust the brake line attachment at the rotor so as to provide the best direction heading into the 
lower cable guide.
• Heat the brake line with a hair dryer to remove unnecessary bends, or make it arc through the 
cable guides properly.
* Replacement brake lines w/ straight line connector fittings are made by Jagwire. These fittings 
are available from all dealers.

Jagwire Straight Connector Part # HYA-005 (Shimano, Grimeca, Sram or Magura)

NO!

Good
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Wheel Building with the Maverick Hub
Drawing not to scale: Measurements in millimeters
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